
Creature Combination    Mr. Huff 

Name_____________________________________________________________ 

  Think of two different creatures 
and combine them into one new creature combination.   

You can combine creatures of the air, water and land into a new and unique creature with 

all of the abilities of both .  You should select two creatures that currently exist or previously 

existed.   

Consider combining a large creature with a small creature. 

Consider combining textures such as the creatures skin ,coat, feathers, scales  and teeth or 

beak that are not similar. 

Put your creature in an environment.  This is another opportunity for you to be creative.    

Craftsmanship counts so be neat.  Erase all of the unintended pencil marks.  Keep 

your paper free of creases and wrinkles.   

Use your pencil to create several values to add highlights shadows and mid tones.   

Texture is very important in this assignment, so do your best to emphasize all textures.  



Mr. Huff        Creature Combination Rubric 

Name_____________________________________________________________ 

 10 5 2 0 Total 

Combining ideas Ideas are 
combined in 
original and 
surprising ways to 
solve a problem, 
address an issue, 
or make 
something new. 

Ideas are 
combined in 
original ways to 
solve a problem, 
address an issue, 
or make 
something new. 

Ideas are 
combined in 
ways that are 
derived from 
the thinking of 
others (for 
example, of the 
authors in 
sources 
consulted). 

Ideas are copied 
or restated from 
the sources 
consulted. 

 

Craftsmanship Drawing was neat. 
Shading was even 
and neat and 
blended. The 
entire drawing 
had some shading 
or value from top 
to bottom.   No 
pencil lines are 
visible  in the 
shading. Blending 
is smooth.  Paper 
was not creased 
or wrinkled.  
Erasures were 
made completely.   

Drawing was 
mostly neat. 
Shading was 
mostly even and 
neat and 
blended.  No 
pencil lines in 
the shading. 
Paper was not 
creased or 
wrinkled.  
Erasures were 
made 
completely.   

Drawing was 
somewhat 
neat. 
Shading was 
not even or 
neat and 
blended.  There 
were pencil 
lines in the 
shading. 
Paper was 
creased or 
wrinkled.  
Erasures were 
not made 
completely.   

Drawing was 
not neat. 
Shading was not 
added. 
Paper was 
creased or 
wrinkled.  
Erasures were 
not made 
completely.   

 

Textures Textures were 
added to the 
entire creature 
combination and 
the background. 

Textures were 
added to most of 
the creature 
combination and 
most of the 
background 

Textures were 
added to some 
of the creature 
combination 
and some of 
the background 

Texture was not 
added to the 
creature 
combination or 
the background.   

 

Time  Used all of the 
allotted time.  
Work on this 
project was 
consistently 
focused. 

Used most of the 
allotted time 
working on this 
project.  Most of 
the work on this 
project was 
focused. 

Used only 
some of the 
allotted time 
working on this 
project.  
Required 
redirection on 
one or more 
days.   

Used very little 
of the allotted 
time working on 
this project.  
Required 
redirection on 
most days.   

 

Total      

 


